RESILIENCE 2:1
R 2:1 Board Meeting August 29, 2022 Minutes
Participants:
Cheryl Bradbee
Oruba Alwan
Ivan Martinovic
Elaine Bradbee
Aleksandar Janicijevic

Updates:
Funding: Cheryl
Haven’t heard from The Spencer Foundation
Working on an application for The Agency Fund
Mapping the Landscape of K-12 through MECCE – study not that different from what we are
thinking about; call them to partner with us
Will contact Sarah at the OEE at UNB and Danielle at Sustainability Office at UNB and
Clime Atlantic
Key to getting funding is getting partners

Voices of Resilience Initiative: Alex
There was a discussion of the new Square Space site for Voices of Resilience. It was agreed that that
site should be connected visually and with branding to the existing R2:1 site. VoR will act as a storytelling site geared to a younger population by being more visual.
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RESILIENCE 2:1
Website: Alex
It was a agreed that a new newsletter would be put together. The deadline for articles and news will be
the end of September. Alex is doing one on the psychological impact of the climate crisis. There was
a discussion of social attitudes to climate change. While some people seem to have shifted to see it as
serious, others are still in denial. It is possible that other pressures like inflation or high housing may
distract people from the climate crisis.

To do:
Renew the invitation for questions
Alex: send articles for the newsletter by the end of September
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